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Abstract
In this paper, we aim to recognize materials with combined use of auditory and visual perception. To this end,
we construct a new dataset named GLAudio that consists
of both the geometry of the object being struck and the
sound captured from either modal sound synthesis (for virtual objects) or real measurements (for real objects). Besides global geometries, our dataset also takes local geometries around different hitpoints into consideration. This
local information is less explored in existing datasets. We
demonstrate that local geometry has a greater impact on the
sound than the global geometry and offers more cues in material recognition. To extract features from different modalities and perform proper fusion, we propose a new deep
neural network GLAVNet that comprises multiple branches
and a well-designed fusion module. Once trained on GLAudio, our GLAVNet provides state-of-the-art performance on
material identification and supports fine-grained material
categorization.

1. Introduction
A fundamental problem in computer vision is that of
identifying material categories, e.g., metal, glass or wood,
from RGB images. In many applications, such as 3D scene
understanding [18] and robot control [17], materials of objects provide useful hints for substantially improving the
performance [16].
As an active area of research, there have been quite
a few works on material recognition, ranging from traditional solutions relying on hand-designed image features
[29, 23, 40] to convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [55,
53] combined with large-scale datasets, e.g., Flickr Material
Database (FMD) [44] and Materials in Context Database
(MINC) [7]. Since these methods and most others in literature use solely the visual modality, rich surface textures or
geometrical variations are required to make the recognition
†
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(a) Global geometry (b) Local geometry

(c) Spectrogram

Figure 1. Impact of the hitpoint on the generation of sound. Despite the same global geometry (a), different local geometries
around the hitpoints (b) may lead to distinct auditory features (c).

process robust.
However, there are many scenarios in which strong visual ambiguities exist, especially for smooth and textureless surfaces, as a given material can take on many different appearances depending on the viewpoint, illumination
and shape [4]. Worse still, the visual appearance may be
significantly altered by painting or coating (e.g., a wooden
sculpture covered with gold lacquer), making the visual perception unreliable. One way of tackling this problem is to
involve additional sensory modalities to complement the visual perception. Recent research confirms that sound augments visual inputs and is an important modality for identifying materials [2, 36, 57, 48].
In this paper, we aim to identify materials of rigid objects that appear in our daily life. To this end, we construct
a new dataset, called GLAudio, containing both auditory
and visual perception of each object. In this dataset, every
object (virtual or real) is encoded in a voxelized representation while every impact sound is generated either by modal
sound synthesis or by striking a real object. Compared with
some existing sound datasets such as Sound-20K [57] and
RSAudio [48], the proposed GLAudio dataset offers two
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main improvements. Firstly, we incorporate the information of hitpoint producing the sound into our dataset. The
hitpoint is encoded in the form of a local geometry around
it and produces discriminative features for the sound, as
demonstrated in Fig. 1. In some situations, this local geometry is more important than the global geometry of the
whole object in generating the sound, e.g., in knocking the
handhold of a cup. Secondly, to our knowledge our dataset
is the first one that contains fine-grained materials. For instance, our dataset has 10 different metal classes including
aluminum, iron, gold, etc. This opens up new opportunities for solving more complex problems like testing gold
for discerning the real from the fake one.
Based on our GLAudio dataset, we design a deep neural network, i.e., GLAVNet, to infer material information
from both visual and auditory cues. We show that the fusion of global and local shapes of the object outperforms
previous methods which rely solely on the use of global
information. We also demonstrate that GLAVNet enables
fine-grained material recognition which is extremely challenging for these previous works.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We introduce the first audio-visual dataset, GLAudio,
that contains both global geometry of a 3D object and
local geometry around the hitpoint.
• We propose a new deep neural network, GLAVNet,
that supports fine-grained material recognition with the
help of GLAudio.
• Once GLAVNet is trained, our method achieves stateof-the-art performance on material recognition and enables fast inference.

2. Related Work
2.1. Material Datasets
Large-scale datasets combined with deep neural networks prevail in tackling many vision tasks. For materials, an early dataset that has been widely used in both computer vision and graphics is the CUReT dataset [13], which
only consists of 61 material samples captured in a lab under
205 different lighting and viewing directions. Later, Hayman et al. [21] released KTH-TIPS by imaging 10 categories from the CUReT dataset at different scales. Caputo et al. [8] released KTH-TIPS2 that adds images from
4 physical samples per category. To push material recognition into the real-world, Sharan et al. [44] created the
Flickr Materials Database (FMD) containing 10 material
categories carefully selected from Flickr photos. The OpenSurfaces dataset [6] introduces 105,000 material segmentations from real-world consumer photographs, which is significantly larger than FMD. A more diverse material dataset,

i.e., MINC [7], is recently contributed by Bell et al. which
has 3 million material samples. To address the inherent limitations of these visual data, alternate modalities, such as
sound [2, 36, 57, 48] and haptic features [16], have been
introduced and collected from different sensors. However,
compared with the above visual datasets, auditory or haptic
datasets are much smaller in size due to the difficulty in collection. In this paper, we release a new multimodal dataset
combining both visual and auditory cues for material recognition.

2.2. Material Recognition
In vision and graphics, material recognition is a fundamental problem that has been studied from several perspectives. One line of work seeks to estimate complete BRDF
or BTF [13] from real-world measures. As this topic is
out of the scope of this paper, we refer readers to a recent survey with a focus on deep-learning-based methods
[15]. Another series of work, which is closely related to
ours, aims to categorize materials using hand-designed or
learned features. Early methods usually leverage filter bank
responses to extract features from rich textures of materials [49, 28, 50]. Subsequently, Varma and Zisserman [51]
adopted more direct clustering and statistics of intensities
of small pixel neighborhoods to classify textures, achieving better performance than filter responses. Since then,
there are many follow-up work [52, 10, 45, 47, 32]. Recent
studies [11, 12, 55, 53, 31] show that features learned from
CNNs outperforms traditional methods for texture classification. Liu et al. [29] suggested using a variety of color,
texture, gradient and curvature features for classifying general materials.
Although image plays important roles in material recognition, it has some intrinsic limitations due to the diversity
in material appearances. There are many scenarios in which
it is very challenging to visually identify an object’s material. Recently, there have been some attempts in learning
jointly from visual and auditory data. Arnab et al. [2] estimate dense object and material labels with both dense visual
cues and sparse auditory cues. Liu et al. [30] investigated
the fusion of sound and acceleration measurements in surface material categorization. Sterling et al. [48] used spectrograms of impact sounds and voxelized shape estimates
for improving the classification and reconstruction of 3D
objects.

2.3. Sound for Scene Understanding
Besides material recognition, sound is increasingly becoming an important modality for other tasks in scene understanding. Owens et al. [37] demonstrated that ambient sounds contain significant information about objects and
scenes and can be used as a supervisory signal for learning
visual models. Aytar et al. [3] proposed SoundNet to jointly
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Table 1. Statistical comparison of GLAudio against other datasets.
Here, #Mat., #Geo. and #Snd. represent the numbers of materials,
geometries and sounds, respectively. ?H., ?R. and ?S. indicate
whether the dataset contains hitpoints, real sounds or synthesized
sounds.

Dataset
GreatestHits
Sound-20K
RSAudio
GLAudio

#Mat.

#Geo.

#Snd.

?H.

17
7
11
17

—
39
59
41

46,577
20,378
63,583
40,299

×
×
×
√

?R.
√
×
√
√

?S.
×
√
√
√

learn from audio and video for scene classification. Arandjelovic and Zisserman [1] trained vision and sound models jointly to perform fine-grained recognition tasks. The
use of audio data has also been beneficial in other contexts
of scene understanding such as environment classification
[43, 20, 39, 42], object tracking [5, 19] and reconstruction
[56].

3. GLAudio Dataset
In this section, we describe the construction of our
GLAudio dataset and analyze its statistics. This dataset has
the following characteristics that make it different from others. Specifically, each sample in the dataset is equipped with
• a clip of audio with 44,100Hz sample rate and 3 seconds length,
• a global geometry of the object and a local geometry
around the hitpoint generating the sound,
• a set of material parameters and a multi-scale material
category,
Currently, our GLAudio dataset consists of 40,256 synthesized samples produced by 629 3D objects. These objects differ either in geometry (37 items) or in material (17
items). It also contains 43 real examples captured from 4
real objects. Table 1 lists statistical comparison of the proposed GLAudio dataset against others containing auditory
data.

3.1. Shapes and Materials
The synthesized sounds are captured from 37 geometry shapes selected from public available ShapeNet [9] and
TurboSquid‡ models. All models are voxelized with a fixed
spatial resolution of 32 × 32 × 32, representing the global
geometries of the objects. We also selected 17 commonly
used materials from online material property tables. These
‡

https://www.turbosquid.com/

Figure 2. Two-scale material categories used in GLAudio.

materials are firstly divided into five basic categories: metal,
wood, glass, plastic and ceramics. Then, metal and wood
are further divided into several fine-grained categories, as
shown in Fig. 2. These materials are distinguished by a set
of parameters including Young’s modulus E, Poisson ratio
ν, density ρ and loss factor η. The distributions of these
parameters in our dataset are plotted in Fig. 3. From these
diagrams we see that fine-grained material categories can
be distinguished by some basic material parameters. For instance, different metals have a wide range of Young’s modulus/density, resulting in different auditory features. We use
these parameters to generate impact sound based on modal
sound synthesis.
For the real examples, we model the global geometries of
4 real objects using Microsoft Kinect V2, and then capture
sounds by hitting different positions on the objects, resulting in 43 audio clips in total. These objects have 4 different material categories (glass, ceramics, wood and metal).
More details about the construction of these real examples
are provided in the supplemental document.

3.2. Modal Sound Synthesis
Modal sound synthesis has been widely used for
physically-based audio content generation [14, 35, 41, 25].
Firstly, surface mesh of an object is converted into volumetric data of n cells by tetrahedralization. Here, we generate
these tetrahedral cells using TetGen [46]. Secondly, mass
matrix M and stiffness matrix K are calculated using finite element methods from volumetric mesh and material’s
Young’s modulus, Poisson ratio and density. Assuming that
C is the damping matrix, the displacement x ∈ R3n of
nodes in volumetric mesh under external forces f ∈ R3n
fulfills the following differential equation:
Mẍ + Cẋ + Kx = f .

(1)

Here, the Rayleigh damping model is applied to our modal
analysis. The model damping matrix C is given by C =
αM + βK, in which α and β are constant Rayleigh damping coefficients that can be calculated from loss factor η.
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Figure 3. Scatter plots of Young’s modulus/density, Poisson ratio and Young’s modulus vs. loss factor for different material categories in
our GLAudio dataset. Every dot represents a fine-grained material category in the dataset.

To find modal shapes and modal frequencies, simultaneous
diagonalization is performed on both K and M:
ST KS = D

ST MS = I

(2)

where D denotes a diagonal matrix of generalized eigenvalue, I denotes the identity matrix and S is a nonsingular
matrix. Using a coordinate transformation Sy = x, Eq. (1)
can be simplified to
Iÿ + (αI + βD)ẏ + Dy = ST f .

(3)

Since both I and D are diagonal, the system is decoupled
into 3n independent damped harmonic oscillation (modal
oscillation) that can be solved easily. To generate highquality sound samples, we adopt wave-based method for
solving the sound radiation problem [26, 25]. For each
modal frequency, we solve the corresponding Helmholtz
equation with FMMLib3d§ . Similar to that in [48], we add
some background noise to the generated sound to make it
more realistic.

3.3. Hitpoint and Local Geometry
One of the main characteristics of our datatset is that it
explicitly considers the influence of the hitpoint. When generating a sound, the hitpoint on the surface plays an important role. This can be explained as follows. Let us focus on
the i-th modal oscillation in Eq. (3). By defining Φ = ST
and λi to be i-th diagonal element of matrix D, the i-th
modal oscillation can be expressed as
y¨i + (α + βλi )y˙i + λi yi = Φi f

(4)

in which the modal shape Φi is the i-th row of Φ. Assuming that an impulse represented by the Dirac’s delta function
Ah δ(t) is applied on node h, then the solution of this oscillation is given by
yi = Ah Φih
§

1 −ξt
e
sin (ωi t)
ωi

https://cims.nyu.edu/cmcl/fmm3dlib/fmm3dlib.html

(5)

Figure 4. Illustration of hitpoints. The sampled hitpoints are
marked by green points on the surface.

in which ξ = 12 (α + βλi ) is the modal damping factor and
p
ωi = λi (1 − ξ 2 ) is the i-th damped natural frequency.
Here, Ah Φih reflects the excitation of modal oscillation of
the i-th mode and it clearly depends on the hitpoint h. This
indicates that the hitpoint h is closely related to the generated sound.
We also notice that there are strong correlations between
local geometry and modal shape. As demonstrated in Fig.
5, some regions of high amplitude in a modal shape may
appear together, e.g., near the bunny ear. According to our
analysis above, when we strike these regions the related
modal oscillation will be more evident than striking other
regions, yielding distinct sounds. This is further illustrated
in Fig. 6. We see that when striking an object at different positions, the excited amplitudes of modes, i.e., Ah Φih ,
change wildly, leading to quite different sounds. Moreover,
in Fig. 7 we show that when striking a cup with or without
the handhold, the generated sounds are quite similar. This
indicates that the handhold has less influence on the auditory features when striking the cup body. Therefore, we can
conclude that these local geometries around the hitpoints
carry much more important hints about sound, compared
with global geometries.
In our dataset, the local geometry around the hitpoint is
constructed and stored as follows. We firstly translate the
hitpoint to the origin and then voxelize the shape into a
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Figure 5. The relationship between local geometry and modal
shape. The amplitude of modal shape is visualized by pseudocolor.
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Figure 6. The excited amplitudes of modes with respect to the
hitpoint.

Figure 7. When striking an oak cup with (red arrow) or without
(green arrow) the handhold, the generated sounds are quite similar. In comparison, striking the handhold (yellow arrow) yields a
different sound.

32×32×32 grid. We drop elements which are not inside
the grid centered at the origin. For each virtual object, we
uniformly sample 64 hitpoints on the surface. The position
of audience is uniformly sampled on the bounding sphere
of the object. Each global voxel is a 3cm×3cm×3cm cube
and each local voxel is a 0.2cm×0.2cm×0.2cm cube.

4. GLAVNet
With the GLAudio dataset, we are able to design deep
neural networks to infer material information from both visual and auditory inputs.

4.1. Network Architecture
Since our method accepts three different inputs, we develop a multi-branch CNN as depicted in Fig. 8. It comprises four parts: a global geometry subnetwork, a local
geometry subnetwork, an audio subnetwork and a fusion
subnetwork. We detail them below.
Global/local subnetwork. To extract features from
global/local geometry, we adopt the basic structure of
VoxNet [33]. The input layer accepts a grid of fixed size:

32 × 32 × 32. After passing through two 3D convolutional layers (kernel sizes: 5 × 5 × 5 and 3 × 3 × 3, respectively), a 3D pooling layer (kernel size: 2 × 2 × 2)
and a fully-connected layer, each subnetwork outputs a 384dimensional latent vector which encodes main characteristics of the input geometry. Leaky ReLU activation is used
in each convolutional layer. Since both global geometry
and local geometry are voxelized with a fixed spatial resolution of 32 × 32 × 32, the grid of local geometry possesses
more details and hence provides more visual features that
are closely related to the generated sound.
Audio subnetwork. There are various forms of representations that are suitable for modeling spectral and temporal structures of an auditory signal, among which Melscaled short-time Fourier transform (STFT) spectrogram
has been verified to be superior for CNNs [34, 24, 48]. To
generate the spectrogram of an audio clip, we firstly perform STFT to the audio clip and then compute the squared
magnitude of the STFT coefficients. In our current setup,
the frequencies are mapped onto Mel scale with 64 Mel
bands and the time axis is spaced linearly with 40 bins,
resulting in a 64 × 40 gray-scale image. Once the spectrogram is generated, the audio subnetwork is trained to extract useful features from it. Unlike natural images that contain complex textures, these spectrograms only have simple
structures. Therefore, we use a shallow subnetwork with a
2D convolutional layer (kernel size: 5×5) and a 2D pooling
layer (kernel size: 2 × 2) as well as a fully-connected layer,
to convert each spectrogram into a 384-dimensional latent
vector.
Fusion subnetwork.
After obtaining three 384dimensional vectors from global geometry, local geometry
and spectrogram, respectively, a proper multi-modal feature fusion is required before feeding these vectors to the
final layer. Due to the diverse behaviors of the auditory
and visual signals, linear fusion models (e.g., concatenation or element-wise addition) will fail to capture the complex associations between different modalities. It is likely
that some weak modalities may be suppressed by other
strong ones. To avoid this issue and consider the nature of
three different inputs in GLAVNet, we propose a new multimodal fusion strategy shown in the fusion subnetwork. This
subnetwork contains two Multi-modal Factorized Bilinear
pooling (MFB) modules[54] and a concatenation module.
Each MFB module accepts visual and auditory features, expands and fuses them in the high-dimensional space. Then,
the fused feature is squeezed to produce a compact output.
Two fused features are then concatenated and fed to a Nway classifier consisting of two fully-connected layers with
the cross-entropy loss. Simple concatenation is adopted because the two fused features now have roughly the same
distribution after MFB.
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Figure 8. The network architecture of our proposed GLAVNet which consists of a global geometry subnetwork, a local geometry subnetwork, an audio subnetwork and a fusion subnetwork. After trained on our GLAudio dataset, GLAVNet can predict the fine-grained material
categories based on the global geometry, the local geometry around the hitpoint and the sound.

4.2. Training Details
Our GLAVNet is implemented on top of the PyTorch
framework [38]. We train it using mini-batch SGD and apply the Adam solver [27] with moment parameters β1 = 0.9
and β2 = 0.999. The learning rate is fixed to 0.01. The
weights of the network are all initialized using the technique
described in He et al. [22]. Training examples are fed into
GLAVNet in a mini-batch size of 64. We train the network
for 100 epochs, which takes about 5 hours on one NVIDIA
V100 GPU.

5. Evaluation
In this section, we conduct comprehensive experiments
to evaluate our proposed method on the GLAudio dataset.

5.1. Dataset Separation

ilarity of their generated sounds, because many hitpoints on
a give object yield almost identical sound. Consequently,
the sizes of GLAudioTG and GLAudioTGM are 2,176 and
1,824, respectively. From the remaining examples, without
considering their geometries and materials, we randomly
select 3,000 ones for additional testing, i.e., GLAudioTH.
This only guarantees that the geometry-material-hitpoint
triples are not involved in training. All real examples form
a testing set GLAudioTR. The final remaining synthesized
examples are used in training.

5.2. Comparison with Previous Methods
To our knowledge, there are no existing methods proposed to infer material categories (coarse-grained and finegrained) with local geometries. We still choose the following methods as baselines to compete via training their networks on our GLAudio dataset:

For better evaluation, we separate our synthesized examples in GLAudio dataset into a training set and several
different testing sets. We first randomly select 4 3D objects and all their corresponding sounds from GLAudio and
form a testing set named GLAudioTG. Clearly, all shapes
in GLAudioTG are never seen during training. Then, we
randomly select 57 pairs of geometry and material from
the remaining examples. This enables that these geometrymaterial pairs are precluded from the training set, leading
to a new testing set named GLAudioTGM. We ensure that
all geometries in this testing set are available in the training
set. For both GLAudioTG and GLAudioTGM, we conduct
clustering on the hitpoints (from 64 to 32) based on the sim-

• SoundNet [3] extracts features directly from raw audio waveform via 1D convolutions. These features can
be used in the task of material categorization. For this
model, we test 5 and 8 convolutional layers, respectively. Only impact sounds in GLAudio are used for
training.
• ISNN-AV [48] is an audio-visual network that uses
spectrograms of impact sounds and voxelized global
shapes to estimate an object’s geometry and material.
Unlike GLAVNet, ISNN-AV does not consider the impact of the hitpoint.
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Coarse-grained material recognition. We first compare our method against these previous methods on coarsegrained material recognition. The quantitative measurements on different testing sets are listed in Table 2. On
GLAudioH, our model performs on par with the state-ofthe-art method ISNN-AV, both of which achieve very high
accuracy. This is because all geometry-material pairs actually exist in the training set and only hitpoints vary. As hitpoints are densely sampled, many examples in GLAudioH
may have analogues in the training set, which makes the accuracy extremely high. It is more reasonable to test the performance on GLAudioTG and GLAudioTGM. These two
testing sets contain either geometries or geometry-material
pairs that are absent from the training set, making the
task of material recognition challenging. On both testing
sets, our method achieves higher accuracy than its competitors. ISNN-AV performs worse on GLAudioTGM than on
GLAudioTG probably because the global geometry of an
object in GLAudioTGM may mislead the model to output
the material of the same object (the same geometry but different material) in the training set. With the local geometry
as an evident (i.e., in GLAVNet), our model achieves the superior performance with reasonable FLOPs during testing.
Here, the testing set GLAudioT contains all examples in
GLAudioTH, GLAudioTGM and GLAudioTG, which provides the weighted average score of each model.
Fine-grained material recognition. Since GLAudio
contains fine-grained material categories, we also test these
methods on fine-grained material recognition. The results
are provided in Table 3. On both GLAudioTG and GLAudioTGM, GLAVNet significantly outperforms other models, with an accuracy of 54.5% and 62.2%, respectively.
In comparison, both SoundNet and ISNN-AV that ignore
any information of hitpoint achieve much lower accuracy.
We also test on two sub-categories: metal and wood, both
of which can be subdivided into fine grains. Quantitative
results reveal that our method still performs significantly
better than others. The confusion matrices of our model
and ISNN-AV are presented in Fig. 9. From the matrices,
we observe that our model can distinguish different finegrained materials better than ISNN-AV. Local geometries
around hitpoints contain rich and complementary information for inferring materials, compared to global geometries
and sounds. Specifically, we see that some metals which are
difficult to discriminate from sounds and global geometries
(e.g., aluminum), are identified by the model from local geometries around the hitpoints.

5.3. Ablation Studies
Now, we conduct ablation studies to validate the effectiveness of the proposed two modules in GLAVNet: the local geometry subnetwork and the fusion subnetwork. The
bottom halves of Table 2 and Table 3 list the corresponding

accuracy on different testing sets.
Effectiveness of the local geometry subnetwork. To
show the benefit of local geometries in our task, we design two variations of our model: GLAVNet(GG) which
feeds our model with two identical global geometries and
GLAVNet(LL) which feeds our model with two identical
local geometries. Without local geometries, our model
achieves roughly the same performance as ISNN-AV on
different testing sets. This is to be expected because both
GLAVNet(GG) and ISNN-AV use only global geometries
and sounds as input. GLAVNet(LL) slightly outperforms
GLAVNet(GG) and ISNN-AV, indicating that local geometries are more closely related to sounds. However, global
geometries are still required since they can further improve
the accuracy as compared in Table 2 and Table 3.
Effectiveness of the fusion subnetwork. We also
test different fusion strategies in the fusion subnetwork.
GLAVNet(©) leverages simple concatenation to fuse three
vectors from previous subnetworks while GLAVNet(⊕)
uses addition operation. Clearly, these two linear fusion
strategies suffer from drop in accuracy since the distributions of auditory and visual features are quite different, as
we explained before.

5.4. Test on Real Examples
Although our GLAVNet is trained on synthesized examples, we also test it on real examples. Specifically,
on GLAudioTR which contains 43 real examples captured
from 4 different objects, our GLAVNet achieves an accuracy of 53.4%, which is much higher than ISNN-AV
(27.9%) and SoundNet5 (27.9%). We manually hit the
real objects by a rubber hammer and record sounds by a
cellphone .The geometries of real objects are captured by
Microsoft Kinect. Those rough geometries are sufficient
since sound is not sensitive to small variations in geometries and they are finally encoded in low-resolution voxels.These 4 objects differ in geometry from those virtual
objects used for training. In this context, GLAudioTR is
similar to GLAudioTG. We believe incorporating real examples into training will improve the accuracy.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a novel multimodal framework for material recognition. When adopting auditory features in such a task, we show by theoretical analysis and experimental results that local geometries around the hitpoints
contain important cues that can significantly improve the
accuracy of material categorization. We have constructed a
new audio-visual dataset (GLAduio) that explicitly incorporate these local information related to the sound. We
also have designed a new deep neural network (GLAVNet)
to predict fine-grained material categories from both audio
and visual inputs. We believe that our dataset is useful for
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Table 2. Comparing our proposed GLAVNet with baselines for coarse-grained material categorization. GG means feeding GLAVNet with
two identical global geometries and LL means feeding GLAVNet with two identical local geometries. © and ⊕ refer to the fusion strategies
with simple concatenation and addition, respectively. The testing set GLAudioT contains all examples in GLAudioTH, GLAudioTGM and
GLAudioTG. The highest accuracy on each testing set is highlighted in bold.

GLAudioTH

GLAudioTGM

GLAudioTG

GLAudioT

#Params(106 )

FLOPs(109 )

SoundNet5
SoundNet8
ISNN-AV

0.949
0.954
0.998

0.708
0.656
0.822

0.767
0.788
0.831

0.831
0.826
0.901

2.1
6.1
34.8

1.51
0.60
0.61

GLAVNet
GLAVNet(GG)
GLAVNet(LL)
GLAVNet(©)
GLAVNet(⊕)

0.998
0.992
0.986
0.928
0.963

0.869
0.812
0.839
0.785
0.817

0.850
0.835
0.843
0.814
0.835

0.919
0.897
0.904
0.840
0.869

35.1
—
—
36.1
35.3

1.21
—
—
1.22
1.22

Method

Table 3. Comparing our proposed GLAVNet with baselines for fine-grained material categorization. The highest accuracy on each testing
set is highlighted in bold.

GLAudioTH

GLAudioTGM

GLAudioTG

GLAudioT

GLAudioT(Metal)

GLAudioT(Wood)

SoundNet5
SoundNet8
ISNN-AV

0.856
0.823
0.998

0.347
0.325
0.403

0.402
0.334
0.398

0.584
0.543
0.658

0.566
0.535
0.658

0.588
0.553
0.688

GLAVNet
GLAVNet(GG)
GLAVNet(LL)
GLAVNet(©)
GLAVNet(⊕)

0.982
0.990
0.963
0.939
0.932

0.622
0.392
0.534
0.455
0.500

0.545
0.434
0.443
0.384
0.424

0.753
0.663
0.690
0.579
0.606

0.769
0.651
0.689
0.601
0.620

0.765
0.719
0.726
0.519
0.599

other audio-related tasks and our investigation on the relationship between local geometry and sound can spur future
researches on this field. Since collecting real-world examples with high-quality geometries and sound is quite difficult, we only include a few real objects and sounds in our
dataset. In the future, we would like to build a large-scale
real-world dataset. Furthermore, we have only considered
modal sound in impact event, other kind of sound such as
acceleration noise and nonlinear thin-shell sound are still
remained to include.
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